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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Rationale.—We live in an age of technology where a knowledge
of science is necessary for effective participation in almost every
occupation. Atomic energy is playing a vital role in the life of
ervery man, woman and child in the United States today. In the years
ahead it will affect, increasingly, all the peoples of the earth.
It is essential that students gain an understanding of this vital
force if they are to discharge thoughtfully their responsibilities as
citizens and if they are to realize fully the myriad benefits that atomic
energy offers them.
The impact that science has on life and living is reflected
primarily in curriculum content, organization and philosophy of
secondary science programs. J. D. Bernal has this to say:
The first objective is to provide enough understanding
of the place of science in society to enable the great
majority that will not be actively engaged in scientific
pursuits to collaborate intelligently with those who are,
and to be able to appreciate or criticize the effect of
science on society. The second objective, which is not
entirely distance is to give a practical understanding of
scientific method, sufficient to be applicable to the
problems which t^e citizen has to face in his individual
and social life.
The focus today is on conceptual development and critical thinking.
J. D.
and Society.
Bernal, "Science Teaching in General Education," Science
IV, No. I (Winter, 1940), p. 20.
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Similar emphasis toward conceptualization is evident In the design of
recent secondary science curricula.^ To cope with the problem of
assimilation of new knowledge and scientific manpower, the writer feels
that science programs should stress the use of concepts, problem
solving, and student oriented activities.
In reading, planning, and preparing resource materials and in¬
formation on the economic uses of atomic energy and radioisotopes, the
writer has become aware of the Impact that science Is having on our
lives. The study of science Is no longer considered as a preparation
for college, or as a "descipllne" for its own sake, but is recognized
as a medlvim through which teachers can. In part, meet the needs of
youth.
Because of the widespread use of atomic energy, one of the major
goals of the junior high school science program is to provide students
with a thorough understanding of the economic use of energy from the
atom. To achieve this goal, teachers must acquire a sound background
of understandings and scientific principles of atomic energy and its
application to make a better life for all.
The study of the economic aspects of atomic energy Is often
lightly treated or neglected In science textbooks, even though most
prospective teachers are interested In the usefulness of atomic energy
to mankind, rather than dwelling on Its destructive nature and welcome
an opportunity to become acquainted with Its uses to man.
Within recent years a technique has been developed which Is de¬
signed to enable teachers to overcome such handicaps In their
^Clifford Bennett, "Science Curricula Changes: Implication for
Education," Science Education. V, No. Ill (April, 1965), p. 15.
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backgrounds. This has come to be known as the Resource Unit. The
Resource Unit is a systematic and conq>rehensive survey, analysis and
organization of the possible resources (e.g., problems, issues,
activities, bibliographies, and the like) which a teacher might utilize
in planning, developing, and evaluating a learning unit. The neglect
of the economic aspect of atomic energy could be prevented by a unit
of this type.^
The writer is desirous of constructing a resource unit on the'
economic Importance of atomic energy and radioactive isotopes for
agriculture, industry, and medicine that would aid teachers and pros¬
pective teachers in making teaching intits that develop knowledges,
understandings, and skills for pupils in general science.
Evolution of the problem.—The writer became Interested in this
problem while attending Atlanta University on a National Science
Foundation stipend and visiting the Atomic Energy Plant at Oak Ridge,
Tennessee. In an effort to deteirmine the feasibility of attempting
to incorporate some of the information gained from reviewing some
current literature on the uses of atomic energy, the writer placed
audio-visual materials displaying the use of atomic energy in agriculture,
industry, and medicine and observed the reaction of the science classes.
The students were eager to Incorporate this additional material and in¬
formation in their units on the Structure of Matter.
After seven weeks of enjoyable adventure with the students in class
performing experiments, asking questions, and displaying materials on the
^Harold Alberty, "How to Make A Resource Unit," (unpublished
Bulletin, College of Education, The Ohio State University Press, 1944),
p. 5.
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bulletin board, the writer was desirous of exploring the literature
further and to use Information and materials from demonstrations and
classroom discussions to produce a resource unit which w>uld provide
practical teaching approaches In science.
Contribution to educational knowledge.--When man first unleashed
the power of the atom, he started a revolution that has Invaded almost
every branch of science and technology. What began as a weapon for
war has become a major tool of peace. These advances have been
primarily based on observation and experimentation. Pupils who engage
In similar Investigations will be Introduced to the knowledge of
problem solving, the value of orderly arrangement of facts, and a
method of study. The pupils can learn to appreciate the difficulty
Involved In the Interpretation of scientific data as well as the
setting up of suitable experiments to solve some of the questions about
unseen events going on constantly around them.
Statement of the problem.—The problem Involved In this study
was to ascertain whether a resource unit on the economic uses of atomic
energy and radioactive Isotopes, (their use by man In agriculture.
Industry, and medicine) could be prepared which will be appropriate
for junior high school pupils.
Purpose of the study.—The major purpose of this study was to
prepare a resource imlt that would provide teachers with background
Information for planning teaching-learning units for junior high school
science designed to enable students to develop knowledges, understandings,
and skills concerning the economic aspects of atomic energy and radio¬
active Isotopes.
5
The more specific purposes of this study were to:
1. Review available literature related to the constructing
and use of resource units for different grade levels*
2. Review available literature related to the teaching of
atomic energy and radioactive Isotopes.




4. Prepare science experiments useful in developing under¬
standings and skills In science.
5. Present the experiments and resource unit In the final
thesis copy.
Limitations of the study.--The material presented in this study
Is concerned primarily with the peaceful use of atomic energy and how
It Is used In agriculture, industry, and medicine. Another limitation
Is that the unit will be designed to meet the scientific needs of
junior high school pupils.
Definition of terms.--The significant terms to be used in this
study are:
1. Resource unit - a systematic and comprehensive survey,
analysis, and organization of the possible resources
(e.g., problems. Issues, activities, bibliographies, and
the like) which a teacher might utilize In planning,
developing, and evaluating a learning tinlt.^
^Alberty, op. clt., p. 3.
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2. Atomic energy - the energy liberated by a nuclear reaction
Atolc energy - the energy liberated by a nuclear reaction
(fission or fusion) or by radioactive decay
3. Radioactive isotopes -> an unstable isotope of an element
i
that decays or disintegrates spontaneously, emitting radiation.'
4. Atom - the individual structure vhioh constitutes the basic
unit of any chemical element. This structure, consisting
positive changed nucleus surrounded by a number of elections
of total negative charge e^al to the positive charge on the
nucleus, is essential identical for all atoms of any one
3
element.
2. Electron - an elementary particle which is the negatively
4
charged constituent of ordinary matter.
6. Proton - an elementary peurticle which is the positively charged
constituent of ordinary matter. Together with the neutron
5
the proton is the bxiilding stone of all atomic nuclei.
7. Neutron - an elementary particle having approximately the same
6
mass as the proton, but lacking electric charge.
8. Meson - an elementary particle with masses between that of
7
the electron and that of the proton.
^cGraw-Fin Encyclopedia of Science and Technology (New York;
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 19^o), p. 3»
^Ibid.. Vol. 17, p. 501.
^Ibid. Vol. XLVn, p. 46.
4
Ibid.. Vol. LXXXni, p. 83.
^Ibid.. Vol. XXV, p. 25.
6
Ibid.. Vol. V, p. 39.
7
*The Van Nostrand Chemist*s Dictionary (New York: D. Van Nostrand
C5o., Inc., 1961), p. 460.
79.Ion - An electrically charged atom or oiolecule that has
1
lost or gained one or more electron .
10. Nucleus > The interior or central part of an atom, con-
2
taining the protens and neutrons.
11. Orbital - The path or energy level of an electron aroimd an
3
atomic nucleus with a shell.
12. Radioactivity - The spontaneous emission of particles and
4
rays from atomic nuclei.
13. Isotope - Atoms of the same element which differ from
one another in weight due to a different number of
neutrons in the nucleus.^
14. Valence - A number that shows how many electrons are
gained, lost, or shared when an atom Joins another.^
15. Ionic bonding - Bonding by gain and loss of electrons
7
between atoms.
16. Atomic Number •> Then number of protons in the nucleus
^ 8of an atom.
17. Atomic Weight > The mass of an atom. The atomic weight
is approximately equivalent to the total ntuaber of
^The Van Nostrand Chemist's Dictionary, op. cit.. p. 380.
^Ibid.. p. 494.
3
Paul J. Baylan, Elements of Chemistry (Boston, Mass.: Allyn









protons and neutrons in its nucleus.
Materials.--“Data for this research were gathered from the fol¬
lowing sources:
1. A list of all available books on atomic structure,
atomic energy, radioactive Isotopes and related subjects
was used from the school library.
2. Films and filmstrips related to the subject.
3. Atomic charts and models.
4. Articles, magazines and periodicals.
5. Paii^>hlet8 and charts from the U. S. Atomic Energy
Commission.
Method of research.—The method of research employed in this
study was a combination of documentary analysis and descriptive
2
survey.
Operational steps.—The operational steps involved in this study
were as follows:
1. The related literature pertinent to the problem of this
study was surveyed, abstracted and presented in the final
copy of the thesis.
2. Information on the use of atomic energy and radioactive
isotopes was secured from the atomic energy project such
as operated at Oak Ridge, Tennessee.
3. A bibliography of all available books related to the
^Baylan, op. cit., p. 671.
2
George Mouly, The Science of Educational Research (New York:
American Book Company, 1963), pp. 231 and 281.
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subject was prepared.
4. A resource vinit was prepared based on the following
principles:
a. Elements are composed of minute ultimate particles
called atoms.
b. The atoms of each element are identical In every way
except mass.
c. The atoms of different elements are Inherently
different.
d. The character of an atom is unchangeable by chemical
means.
e. When elements react, it is their atoms which are the
reacting units.
f. Atoms are generally composed of protons, electrons
and neutrons.
g. The protons and neutrons comprise the nucleus of
the atom and constitute almost all of the mass of
the atom.
h. The electrons are found in groups, surrounding the
nucleus.
i* The number of neutrons plus the number of protons
equals the atomic number.
j. When atoms combine they (a) may gain or lose valence
electrons, or (b) may share one or more pairs of
valence electrons.
k. Alpha, beta, and gamma rays are liberated from noclel
or unstable atoms (radioactive isotopes).
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l. Radiation can affect genes in such a way that either
dominant or recessive characteristics will differ from
those of the parent.
m. Atomic reactors are used to separate elements which
have the same chemical properties.
n. Man has learned the secret of the transmutation of the
elements, changing one element to another.
o. The ability of radioactive Isotopes to give off
radiation Is not affected by heat, cold, or chemical
processing.
p. Radioactive isotopes of various elements have different ten-
tires of life. The life span of the radioactive atom is
described by the time required for half of the atoms in
a sample to dissipate their radiation.
q. Atomic reactors are used for production of atomic weapons
for research, and for production of radioactive elements
that can be used beneficially in medicine, and agriculture?*
Survey of related literature.—We live in an age of technology
where a knowledge of science Is necessary for effective living and for
effective participation in almost every occupation. For reasons with
\dilch we are all familiar, the past twenty years have witnessed an un¬
precedented "scientific awakening" all over the world. As a part of
this movement and In response to an awareness of need there has been a
concerted and national effort to increase our annual output of
scientists and engineers. This effort has Involved not only our colleges
and universities, but It has pushed downward into the high schools and
Principles were extracted from the survey of literature.
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even our grade schools with effective programs to locate and to Interest
able boys and girls, to upgrade their Instruction, and to guide them
Into scientific curricula provided by our colleges but substantially
supported by agencies of the Federal Government.
The obvious effect of every major scientific discovery Is tech¬
nological; It Is the visible and Impressive movement from discovery
through commercial development, production of new goods and devices,
advertising and sale, toward the establishment of greater comforts of
llfe.^
It Is the contention of the writer, after surveying the literature,
that the science program for our secondary schools must be geared for
students to participate effectively In a highly technological environ¬
ment.
A survey of the literature pertinent to this study reveals that
secondary school science programs are changing, adjusting to the new
methods ^md Ideas by teachers and students must be made for effective
pupil learning. Science programs open a new world of Inquiry, and
excitement to young students. The science teacher should aim at two
main objectives:
!• To get his pupils to reason about things they have
observed, and to develop their powers weighting and In¬
terpreting evidence.
2. To acquaint his pupils with the broad lines of great
scientific principles, and with the ways In which these
^Harold E. Wise, "Science and Civic Responsibilities," Science
Education. XI, No, III (April, 1965), p, 196.
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are exemplified In familiar phenomena and applied In the
service of man.^
The writer will present an oveirvlew of these findings In the
following areas:
1. The place of science In education.
2. Teaching junior high school science.
3. Scope of the use of atomic energy and radioactive Isotopes.
4. Resource Unit.
The place of science In education.—Great difficulties are In¬
volved In atteiiq>tlng to state concisely the all Inclusive purpose of
secondary education. A formulation of this sort Is bound to be
abstract and subject to many Interpretations, depending upon the
reader's background of experiences. Many educators place strong
emphasis on the optimum development of the Individual, with attention
focus on the development of effective thinking, the ability to make
value judgements, and general Intellectual resourcefulness. Sometimes
the development of the mind Is seen as an essential Ingredient of other
objective; sometimes It Is represented as a dominant objective In Its
^ u 2
own right.
In working toward any of these achievements, the writer feels
that pupils are educable In the samerelated dimensions and that
desirable behavior patterns can be fostered. To develop desirable
behavior patterns, the pupils education should provide experiences
^John Brown, Teaching Science In Schools; A Method Book for High
School Science (London: University of London Press, 1943), p. 11.
2
Bernard Cohen and Fletcher G. Watson, General Education In
Science (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1952), p, 5.
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through \^lch they can acquire the knowledges, the skills, and the
attitudes that have value and these lead to patterns of human behavior
^Ich are desirable within the framework of American society.
As a part of a liberal education the study of science has value
in satisfying the natural curiosity of pupils, regarding how and why
1
things react and behave as they do.
Today's unprecedented Impetus for teaching science derive from
several sources. Scientific literacy Is needed, first of all by each
member of a culture such as ours that is so thoroughly based upon tech¬
nology and scientific endeavor. In order to make effective decisions
in personal, civic, and national affairs, the citizen must have some
knowledge of the processes and products by which he Is fed and clothed,
entertained and Inspired, and defended from enemies foreign and
domestic.
The Biomentum of technological development Is Itself a source of
pressure for teaching science. Maintenance of present standards of
production, as well as advances In quality and kind depends upon a
2
broad base of trained personnel In laboratories and on assembly lines.
To educate those In our schools for these task is thus the second
loqportant responsibility of today's science programs. Perhaps the
greatest need In our society is for leadership Inculated with the habits
of critical thinking that are characteristic of the method used by
scientists in solving problems. Since some responsibility for
1 ~~
Elliot Downing, An Introduction to the Teaching of Science
(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1956), p. 53.
2
John S. Richardson, Science Teaching In Secondary Schools (New
York: Prentice Hall, Inc., 1957), p. 1.
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leadership is disseminated among our citizens, our universal system of
education must extend these habits of thought through the teaching of
science in the schools. In a free society it is the citizen from all
walks of life who make the public decisions, and as we proceed into
the space, age, more and more of these decisions can be made in¬
telligently in the light of the scientific considerations which bear
1
upon them.
In considering the need for scientific manpower, we should not
lose sight of the fact that no citizen, whether he is engaged in
scientific endeavors or not can be literate in the modern sense until
he has an understanding and appreciation of science. If it were only
necessary to decide whether to teach the rudiments of science to every¬
one on a mass basis or to identify the gifted few and carry them as
far as they can go, our task would be relatively simple, the public
school must educate both producers and consumers of scientific
services.^
Science education is Important for all people in a democratic
society in a scientific age. All phases of public education should
3
contribute to the goals of general education.
Teaching Itmior high school science.—Science teaching, like all
teaching has profited from recent developments in the psychology of
learning and from Improvements in methods and procedures within the
^Richardsom, op. cit., p. 4.
2
Frederick L. Fitzpatrick, Policies for Science Education (New
York: Teachers College, Columbia University, 1960), p. 40.
3
Joseph S. Roucek, The Challenge of Science Education (New York;
Philosophical Library Inc., 1960), p. 114*
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classroom. Projects, reports, and individual laboratory work are be¬
ginning to have a major place in the J.unior high school science program.
The science that is taught in the Jtuiior high grades is general
science, as its name implies, has a broad scope and can be applied
to a broad range of interests. It has its own body of subject matter
that is chosen to meet the needs of the pupils who take it. It does
not touch upon every aspect of science, to do so would result in super¬
ficially and could only cause feelings of frustration on the part of
the pupils. Science taught in Junior high school is "general" only
in that it is free of the traditional boundaries of the various areas
of science.^
General science is a course of scientific study and in¬
vestigation which has its roots in the common experience
of children and which does not exclude any one of the
fundamental special sciences. Xt seeks to elucidate the
general principles observable in nature, without emphasizing
the traditional division into specialized subjects until such
time as this is warrant&d by the increasingly complexity of
of the field of investigation, by the developing unity of
separate parts of that field, and by the Intellectual pro¬
gress of the pupils. Thus does the British Science Master's
Association characterize the nature of general science in
its report.^
Teachers of science in the Junior high schools are in an available
position to locate young persons with special talents and start them
toward careers and leadership in science and technology. General scienee
is being used as a guidance period, it is the place ^ere teachers
Identify those who have "science potentials" and gives them special
R. Willis Burnette, Teaching Science in the Secondary School
(New York: Rinehart and Co., 1957), p. 8.
2
John Murray, "The Teaching of General Science," Science Master's
Association (London: 1962), p. 30.
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opportunities for development in their subsequent high school careers.
These are exciting times for teachers associated with teaching
science. Abram S.FIsehlcr has this to say:
Never has so much interest and effort been expended in
new approaches to science teaching as well as curriculum
revision. The National Science Foxindation alone has spent
millions of dollars on the improvement of science teaching.
In regard to curriculiim change in general science for secondary
schools, the writer feels that any curriculum structure should be
flexible to future changes. However, there are certain units of subject
matter in general science that should be geared to the skills of ob¬
servation, comparison, evaluation of data collected and the determination
of its relevancy, should be foremost concerns in any science cur¬
riculum structure.
Methodology in science teaching is characterized more by variety
than uniformity. Over the years teachers have employed lectures, dis¬
cussions, recitations, quiz sections, demonstrations, laboratory work,
and even television presentations. This is variety indeed, but it finds
a species of justification when we contemplate three pertinent facts:
1. Individual students vary in their capabilities
and in their responsiveness to different kinds of in¬
struction.
2. Many teachers are more skilled in certain in¬
structional procedures than in others.
3. Some science topics are readily presented by one
procedure, and others are more readily presented by another
procedure .2
If we wish to foster Inventiveness and individual initiative in
Abram S. Fischler, "Challenge of Science Teaching Today and
Tomorrow," Science Education. Vol. XVI, No. II (February, 1964), 32.
2
Paul Brandwein and Fletcher G. Watson, Teaching High School
Science: A Book of Methods (New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company,
1958), p. 328.
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young people, it is advisable to avoid "strait jacket" types of
methodology.
Scope of the economic uses of atomic energy and radioactive
isotopes.—When man first unleashed the power of the atom, he started
a revolution that has Invaded almost every branch of science and
technology. Vhat began as a weapon of war has become a major tool of
peace. Scientists and engineers have found vital uses for atomic
energy in producing power, in medicine, in Industry, and in agriculture.^
In producing power, man has harnessed atomic power to generate
electricity and to propel submarines. The chief advantage of atomic
energy for power is that a small amount of fuel can produce a tre¬
mendous amount of power. Power plants designed to generate electricity
with atomic energy have been built and operated in the United States.
When atomic power plants became widespread, man will be able to conserve
his dwindling supply of conventional fuels, such as coal and petroletim.
Atomic energy stands as man's best hope for a continuing source of
power for the future.^
In agriculture, radioisotopes help researchers tinderstand how
plants absorb energy and grow. Scientists use radioactive materials
as tracers to study such life processes as photosynthesis. Agrlcultursil
experts study the way plants absorb fertilizers by "tagging" the
fertilizer with radioactive Isotopes. In this way, they determine the
best types of fertilizer for various plants and the best way af applying
^The World Book Encyclopedia (Chicago: Field Enterprises Educa¬
tional Corporation, 1965), p. 452.
2
Samuel Glasstone, Sourcebook on Atomic Energy (Princeton, New
Jersey: Van Nostrand Company, Inc., 1958), p. 240.
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fertilizer to the soil. These methods have improved our food production
and utilization.^
In medicine, atomic energy has given doctors new weapons for
fighting disease and new tools for research. Doctors use certain
radioactive isotopes as tracers to help diagnose diseases. As the
radioactive moves through a patient's body, the physician can follow its
path by using a Geiger Counter. This aids in locating cancer or tvonors.
Using beams of radiation from cobalt sources has aided doctors in their
2
continuous fight against these deadly diseases.
In industry, hundreds of uses have been found for radioactive
materials. The automotive Industry are using radioisotopes to determine
wear of moving postons in an engine and the rate rubber wears off a
moving tire, this has aided in quality production. The food industry
uses radioisotopes to measure the density of certain foods, like
peanut butter and catchup to keep the density constant.
These advances have been made primarily by keen observation and
experimentation by scientists to make our lives better. The duty of
teachers is to make students aware of these technological advancements
and to prepare them to live successfully in their environment.
Resource unit.--In the curriculum there is a definite need for
the development of procedures and techniques for directing effectively
3
the activities of the learner. Using resource units as guides for
^James L. Brewbaker, Radioisotopes in Science and Industry
(Massachusetts: Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, Inc., 1958), p. 76.
^Ibid.. p. 135.
3
Edward K. Weaver, "A Philosophy for a Sound Science Education
Program." Education. LXXX (Septesd^er, 1950), 350-51.
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directing learning activities Is a step In the right direction. This
plan does not specify vhat is to be done nor the order In which pre¬
sentations are to be made. Instead It lists in rich variety, activities
that may be used as conditions dictate. It is not a teaching plan but
a true resource to which teachers may refer during dally lesson planning.
Rarely, If ever, is any resource unit utilized in its entirety by one
teacher. Instead, the purpose of a resource unit Is to supply a wealth
of useable suggestion from among which the teacher selects those \diich
he believes to be most appropriate for his particular situation (the
maturity and Interests of his pupils, comnunlty consideration, his
library and other resources, the time available, and so on).^
The major advantage of the resource unit is its flexibility. The
first lesson of the unit may reveal unexpected conditions. Pupils
may have stronger or weaker backgrounds than anticipated. They may
display varied Interests or have negative attitudes toward the subjects
chosen or the presentation used. The flexibility of the resource unit
2
allows for new planning. New materials can be added and obsolete or
unworkable materials discarded. New references, articles from current
magazines, films and filmstrips, are new resources which keep the
3
resource unit In a continuous state of growth.
Eddie Page, "A Resource Unit on Atomic Structure and Electronics."
(unpublished Master's thesis. School of Education, Atlanta University,
1963), p. 4.
2
William Brown, "A Resource Unit on Economic Botany"(unpublished
Master's thesis. School of Education, Atlanta University, 1964),
p. 24.
3
Richardson, op. clt.. p. 87.
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The writer considers the long useful life of the resource unit
as an advantage. Any plan that specifies procedures and schedules
should be revised to fit changing conditions. But revision of the
resource unit Is no more than addition of new suggestions as these
are encoimtered and the crossing out of suggestions found Inqjractlcal.
Rewriting Is needed only when the plan becomes cluttered to the point
of confusion.
For many beginning teachers the resource unit may be considered
as too flexible. The dally plans can deviate, the class might ramble,
or the unit might go on Indefinitely. To use a resource unit wisely
a teacher must have In mind at all times the general scope of his
unit so that Important phases are not Ignored, and so that the unit Is
brought to a close In a reasonable tlme.^
Finally, the resource unit Is a systematic and comprehensive
survey analysis, and organization of the possible resources (e.g.,
problems. Issues), activities, bibliographies, and the like) which a
teacher might utilize In planning, developing and evaliiatlng a
learning unlt.^
Walter A. Tuber and Alfred T. Collette, Teaching of Science In
Today's Secondary Schools (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1959), p. 86.
2
Alberty, op. clt.. p. 5
CHAPTER II
THE RESOURCE UNIT
This chapter presents the Resource Unit on "Economic uses of Atomic
Energy and Radioactive Isotopes." The materials presented in the resource
unit were gathered through reading and reference work in the Trevor Arnett
Library, Atlanta University, and from sources furnished by the United
States Atomic Energy Commission, Oak Ridge, Tennessee, during the summers
of 1965 and 1966, The writer has e:q)erimented with the basic structure
of this 'unit, teaching junior high school science in the Jefferson Cotinty
Public School System, Birmingham, Alabama during the I965-66 academic year.
Since all of us are trying to improve oior teaching, our effective¬
ness in this process will depend upon our philosophy and our skills in
inqolementing our philosophy through the provisions of opportunities for
students to learn. The resource unit is the procedxrre for directing the
activities of leairners. The unit to be described ■will provide a directive
for teachers in junior high school science courses, with hope that such a
directive will represent a departure from a "strait jacket" method of
teaching.
Outline of the Resource Unit
I. Introductory Comments
II. Orientation for the Teacher: Economic Uses of Atomic




B. Review of the Historical Develqpment and Concept of the
atom as it relates to this vinlt
C. The Iffiporteuice of Atomic Energy and Radioactive Isotopes
D. The Structure of Matter
1. Atomic weights
2. Isotopes
3. Suggested learning experiences and pupil activities




4. Suggested learning experiences and pupil activities
F. Isotope Uses in Agricultxxre
1. Uptake of fertilizers
2. Soil fertility
3. Plant diseases and fungicides
4. Animal studies
5. Migration and hibernation










5. Iran metabolism ajid red cell life




2, ArticlesIII,Statement, on ObjectivesIV.Pupils Questions: What students shoxJLd want to know about
atomic energy and radioactive isotopesV.Suggested learning experiences
A. Questions on Economic uses of Atomic Eie rgy and Radioactive
Isotopes
B. Activities and Experiments for answering Questions
C. Evaluate activities
D. Examination
VI, Appendix for Unit
Introductory Comments
This section of the resource unit was prepared by the writer in
order to give teachers of jinaior high school science background infor¬
mation on this field of study and related fields.
Many teachers of J\mior high school science have been assigned the
task of teaching science and were prepared in college to teach other
subjects. As a result the writer hopes that this information give teachers
2k
enough content and methods to guide them through the tash of teaching this
field of study, also it is the desire of the vriter to stimulate these
teachers to study in the summer and participate in in-service programs to
aid them in developing good science programs in their particular school.
Historical sequence of development of the atom.—The atom has a
long history. It vas not derived from philosophical reasoning alone.
It was developed to its present form thro\agh a channel of seemingly un¬
related events. The writer will list them as follows:
1666, Sir Isaac Newton performed e^eriments on optics and colors.
He can be called the father of spectroscopy. He discovered the
prism.
1802, Wollatson performed ejcperiments as Newton's inspectros¬
copy. One hiindred years after Newton, he discovered the dark
absorptive lines of the sun's spectrum.
(1766- 1824) John DeO-ton's Law on Atomic Theory
Dalton's Postulate
All matters is composed of discrete particles called atoms
All atoms of a given element are exactly like all other
atoms of that same atom
Atoms can neither be created, nor divided. Compounds are
formed by union of different elements; atoms combine as units
in definite ratios.
Radioactivity was observed as early as I867 when Niepce de Saint -
Victor noticed a fogging of silver chloride emulsions by \iranium salts.
He reported that blackening of the emulsion occurred even when they were
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separated from the 'urani\un salts by thin sheets of paper. He did not
recognize the true cause of the blackening (radioactivity) but attributed
the effect to luminescence phenomena.^
When Henri Becquerel repeated some of these experiments in I896,
he too believed that fluorescence was associated with the fogging of his
photographic plates. It was not until I898, after Marie Curie had
studied the radiation emitted by uranium, that a truly new phenomenon was
recognized. The fogging of the photographic plates was now known to be
caused by some sort of penetrating radiation similar to x-rays.
By 1899 Rutherford had demonstrated that the radiation emonating
from uranium salts and from a variety of other salts and minerals was of
two types, which he called alpha and beta. In I903 a third type of radiation
was observed by Marie Curie called gamma. In I903 Rutherford and Soddy
proposed the theory of radioactive disintegration to e3q)laln the origin of
this radiation.
Rutherford*s nuclear theory was the break-through which made
possible a rapid series of developments in both atomic and nuclear theory.
For exanple, in 1912, J. J. Thomson, using positive-ray analysis (a fore-
rxinner of mass i^ectrometry) to measure particle mass, showed that two
types of neon existed, with masses of 20 and 22, The following year these
two forms of neon, differing only in mass, were separated by F. V. Aston
by fractional diffusion through clay pipe stems, thus conforming the work
of Thomson. F. Soddy proposed the name isotope (equal place) to denote
a different mass of the same element.
^Grafton D, Chase and J, L. Rabinowitz, Principles of Radioisotopes
Methodology (Burgess Publishing Co,, I965), p. 3.
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By 1912 Hlels Bohr had proposed his theory of atomic structure
which applied the principle that energy associated with a particular line
in the spectrum of an element is equal to the energy lost by an electron
in passing from one i^ecific orbit to another in the Bohr model of the
atom, Bohr had dealt with the atom from a particxilate point of view,
in which he assumed that particles called electrons revolve about a
particle called the nucleus. In 1923, when Co\mty Louis de Broglie
suggested that the dualism of the wave and particle functions of radiation
(every particle in motion has associated with it a wavelength). Based
upon the wave function, the wave mechanical theory proposed by Sehrodinger
in 1926 differs considerably fromthe rather rigidly mechanical model of
Bohr but represents the most acceptable atomic model known today
As our knowledge of the extranuclear structure of the atom was ex¬
tended by persistent Investigation, information about the nucleus, too,
was gradually forthcoming. Thus Rutherford*s investigation led to the
very important observation of artificial transmutation first performed
in 1919• In ibe years that followed many notable experiments were per¬
formed, many discoveries made, and many concepts proposed.
These researches culminated in the discovery of fission, which led
to the first atomic pile, constructed by E. Fermi in 193^ In Chicago.
This development not only made possible production of the nuclear bomb,
but also made practical large scale use of radioisotopes in research,
medicine. Industry, and in numerous other fields. Over 1000 species
(nuclides) are presently known, and these may have an infinite variety
^Chase and Rabinowltz, op. cit., p. 5.
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of applications. It can be safely said that almost everything made today
has at some point in its development or production been benefited by the
1
use of isotopes.
Importance of atomic energy and radioactive isotopes,—Since 19^5»
atomic energy has become the world's greatest hope for an almost unlimited
source of energy for creating useful power. But it has also threatened
man's very existence, through the possibility of almost complete de¬
struction in atomic welfare. The influence of atomic energy has been
so great that many persons refer to the period since the first atomic
e:q)losion as the "Atomic Age,"
In producing power, man has harnessed atomic power to generate
electricity and to propel submarines. So great is the power in the atom
that the fission of a piece of uranimum no heavier than a loaf of bread
and smaller than a golf ball can provide the same energy as 2,300,000
pounds of coal. In medicine atomic energy has given doctors new weapons
for fighting disease and new tools for research. Nuclear reactors
produce many radioactive isotopes, or radioisotopes have been made. Of
2
these, about 100 have known non military applications.
Agricultural everts study the way plants absorb fertilizer by
"tagging" the fertilizer with radioisotopes. They trace the labeled
fertilizer as growing plants take it from the ground and store it. In
this way, they determine the best types of fertilizers for various plants
and the best way of applying fertilizer to the soil,
^Harold Leicester, The Hlstotical Background of Chemistry (New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc,, i960), p, I6,
2
Samuel Glasstone, Sovtrcebook on Atomic Energy (New Jersey: D, Van
Nostrand Company, Inc., 19^8), p. 10.
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One time to stop epidemic spread of plant diseases was virtually
in^osslble; farmers had to abandon fields and crops* Such catastrophes
caused by microbes have changed the course of history. The Irish families
of the l84o*s resulted from the potato blight and caused mass emigration
from Ireland. In this country today, plant diseases result in losses
estimated at three billion dollars a year. Research workers study the
action and effectiveness of insecticides and plant - protective chemicals
by using radioactive tracers* They investigate the habits of insects by
"tagging” them with minute amounts of radioactive materials, then tracing
their movements. By using this method plant diseases are controlled to
some extent, thus agriculture has begun to benefit from the applications of
such research. Radioactive techniques have been used to study soils,
plants, microbes, insects, farm animals, and new ways to use and preserve
foodstuffs. From such research come ln^)roved materials and methods which
1
are used on the farm.
Doctors use certain radioisotopes as tracers to help them diagnose
diseases. As the radioisotope moves through a patient's body, the
physician can follow its path by using a geiger counter. He can also measure
the activity of an organ of the body by determining how much of the radio¬
isotope it absorbs* By using the isotopes as tracers, the doctor can find
the size and location of certain cancers or tumors. Physicians can use
beams of radiation from radium or radioactive cobalt sources, or "bombs"
to destroy cancerous tissues.
S« Atomic Ihergy Commission, Radioisotopes in Science and
Industry (Washington, D. C.: Superintendent of Docximents, U. S. Government
Printing Office, i960), pp. 36-4o.
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Research workers use radioisotopes to study the activities of the
cells of the body. The use of radioisotopes gives scientists a tool
more powerful than the microscope for looking inside the body and imder-
standing what happens in its cells
The history of man is the history of his search for food and of
his atten^jts to preserve some of his harvest for the lean part of the
year. Before man knew what caused his food to spoil, he was busy trying
to prevent it. Over the centuries he has devised many plans for keeping
edible food on hand - drying, salting and smoking, dry and cool storage,
fermentation and pickling, canning, refrigeration and freezing, and using
chemical ^preservatives.” Even cooking and use of spices are short-time
2
ways of preserving food. Many of our basic foodstuffs originated in
atteispts to keep food - butter and cheese, for instance, are ways of
extending the life of milk.
The use of radiation is the most recent step in preserving foods.
Except for canning, radiation processing is the only non-natural method
of preserving food developed since the dawn of history. Quickly, econo¬
mically, and safely, without raising internal temperatures more than a
few degrees, ionizing radiation can preserve foods by inhibiting or
destroying bacteria and other microorganisms. Radiation feeding through
food ionizes some atoms in its path and causes an alteration of vital
macromolecules (large molecules) which results in destruction of bacteria
Herbert M. dark. Radioisotope Technique (New York: McGraw-Hill
Book Con^any, Inc., 19^0), p. 2^.
Nathan W. Desrosier, The Technology of Food Preservation (Con¬
necticut: AVI Publishing Company, i960), pp. 12^-2^.
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wd other microorganisms*
The structure of matter *-«»Just as we think of the hiiman body as a
constitution of bones, organs, and muscles, or nerve cells, tissues, and
blood cells that we do not see from the outside, scientists think of
matter as being constituted of exteemely small and unseen particles with
definite characteristics*
The smallest complete unit of matter we know about is the atom;
next larger is the molecule* All molecules are made up of atoms* All
matter is composed of molevules, which can be very simple, or extremely
complicated* There are many different kinds of atoms and a molecule may
be made up of a cluster of one kind only or a cluster of different kinds*
When the molecule contains two or more kinds of atcmis we ha-ve a mixture
of "coii5>ound*' type of matter, if it contains one kind,- only, we have a
pure element or elemental substance*^
The constitution of matter is always a vast nmber of molecules,
each molecule having a fixed arrangement of atoms, whether matter is solid,
liquid, or gas* Water is always H2O (two parts hydrogen, one part
oxygen), whether it comes as ice, or from the hot or cold faucet, or as
steam. The forms in which we find matter (solid, liquid, gas) are called
States of Matter*
Molecules are not packed close together* Rather, they have space
between them* Gases have the most space between their molecules, liquids
have less space, and solids the least of all* But the molecules of all
matter are constantly in motion* In gases, the speed of movement is
Edward F, Pierce, Modern High School Chemistry; A Recommended Course
OF Study (New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers Ciollege, Coliunbia
University, 1959)> P« 30*
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Fremendous. In liquid, the speed is reduced. In solids, the movement may
best be described as a slight vibration. Xhere is even a slight imper¬
ceptible vibration in a piece of vool, a chair, or a bar of metal.
Elements react with each other to form cooipounds, many of which we
use each day. Sugar is a coBq>oimd of carbon, hydrogen and oxygen, ordinary
table salt a compound of sodium and chlorine, and water a compound of
hydrogen and oxygen.
Energy, or heat, is released when many chemical reactions occur.
A familiar example is that of fire, which is a reaction between oxygen
in the mir and the substance that is burning, wood for example. When
you drive your automobile, you get to your destination by means of a
reaction that releases energy. Gasoline bums and releases energy to
propel the machine.
Ihe fundamental \init in matter is the atom. In 1897, J*
Thomson, a scientist in England, reasoned that an atom was made of two
parts. He said there were electrons on the outlsde of a nucleus or
center of the atom. (Electrons are now known to revolve about the atom's
nucleus. Rutherford, a professor in Manchester, decided there must be
something like gravity to keep the electron from flying away. He decided
there must be a positive charge of electricity in the atom's nucleus, iriiich
contains most of the mass of the atom. Scientists, in their research,
bombarded many elements with certain rays in their laboratories. From
all these elements, when their nuclei were hit, the same peurticle came
out: a hydrogen atom minus its electrons. This was the positively
charged particle for which Rutherford was searching. Scientists named
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this particle the proton.
It yas reasoned (l) that the proton, in addition to being the
nucleus of the hydrogen atom is also one of the “building blocks” of the
nuclei of all atoms; (2) that the proton has the positire charge which
neutralizes the negative charge of one electron; (3) that there is one
proton in the nucleus of each atom for each electron around the nucleus,
and (4) therefore, the atom number of an atom is also the number of
protons in its nucleus.
When the neutron was discovered, through the bombardment of certain
elements with certain rays, it was at first thoiight to be a ray because
it was not deflected by magnetism the way protons and electrons are.
However, it travels too slowly to be a ray and it packs a punch when it
hits a particle, so it was called a neutron. Therefore, the nuclei of
atoBis are made up of protons and neutrons with the electrons revolving
around them (with the exception of the hydrogen atom which has only one
proton), around which electrons whirl.
Atomic weight - The atomic number of one element is determined by the
number of proton in its nucleus. Hydrogen has one proton, so it is number
1. Helium has two protons and its number is 2, but its weight is four.
The weight or mass of an atom is determined by adding together the
number of protons and the number of neutrons in the nucleus. As for the
•leetTOns, they weigh almost nothing and so are disregarded when weight
is considered. There are always the same number of electrons revolving
around the nucleus as there are protons in the nucleus. The greater the
Morris Coran, Introduction to the Physical Sciences (Illinois: The
Free Press, 1959)» p. 254.
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weight of an element, the greater are the number of protons and neutrons
in the nucleus.
Isotopes - Elements which have the same chemical properties caiuiot
be separated by chemical means. The chemical properties are determined
by the number of electrons, but there are atoms of elements which have
the same chemical properties but different atomic weights, they behave
alike chemically, look the same to scientists, and their atomic numbers ar e
the same.
The difference in weights, the difference in their nuclear mass, is
accounted for by the fact that the nuclei have the same number of protons
but a slight difference in the number of neutrons. These atoms are called
"isotopes”, the word coming from the Greek isos meaning "same" and topos
meaning "place,"
All atoms have isotopes, there being more than 1,000 from the
elements we know. A few of the natiiral isotopes are radioactive, they
emit rays of radiation, but most of the natviral isotopes are stable.
The Structure of Matter
I.Objectives
1. To develop an appreciation of the significance of science and an
understanding of what science deals with.
2. To study the effect of physical and chemical changes in matter,
mass, and energy.
3. To develop an understanding of fundamental concepts:
a. Matter
b. Properties of Matter
4. To develop skills in handling of common chemiceil materials.
5. To learn how to identify matter.
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6, To gain a better understanding of the relationship between
matter and energy,
7, To develop an understanding of some aspects of the scientific
method, observation, facts, inferences, prediction, and
problem-solving.
II. Learning Activities
1. Discuss the importance of matter in everyday life,
2. Have students identify and trace the transformation of energy
in the home.
3. Discuss the arrangement of molecules in gases, liquids, end solids.
4‘» Illustrate methods of separating substances.
5, Mix gravel and sand together.
6. Call attention to objects of various materials in the room,
7* Discuss the difference between burning and tearing paper,
8. Stick a pencil into a mold and freeze some mercury; then
heat some mercury.
9. Etrphasize the fundamental basis for a chemicail change.
10, Trace the energy provided by the sun through organic
compounds to foods and into the body,
11. Burn a strip of magnesium.
III. Materials
A. Films
1, States of Matter
2. Matter and Energy
3. Matter
4, Energy and its Transformation
Solid, Liquids, and Gases
B. Textbooks
C. Laboratory Equipment








1. Handbook of Chemistry
2. The World of Matter - Energy
IV.Purposes
1, To develop suid promote an enqphasis on the development
of understandings of by means of problem-solving and
related procedvires carried on by pupils under the
direction of the teacher.
2, To develop and promote critical and independent thinking
about matter and its transformation.
3, To develop and promote the ability to draw conclusions from
accumulated data.
V.Evaluation
1. What is the nature of a physical change and/or a chemical
change, and how do they differ?
2. On the basis of atomic weight describe how isotopes of
elements differ from the other atoms of the same element.VI.Student Activities
1. Mix a teaspoon of sugar and a teaspoon of clear, fine
sand on a sheet of paper. Spread a little of the mixture
and examine it with a magnifier. Can you see the grains
of sugar and sand? Dissolve a little of the mixt\2re in a
beaker of water. Filter the liquid through a piece of
filter paper. Taste the liquid that comes through. How does
filtering separate the two materials in the mixture? Does
each still have the original properties? How would you
separate a mixture of iron powder and sand, both of which
do not pass through a filter?
2. Fill a large beaker with water and then record the
teniperature of the water. Keeping the thermometer in the
water, dissolve some ammonium chloride salt in the water.
What teniperat\jre change do you notice in the solution?
3. Pour a small amount of dry table siigar in a Pyrex test tube
and heat gently over a flame vintil a black mass is formed.
What forms on the inside of the upper, cooler part of the
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test tube? What two elements make up this substance? The
black mass at the bottom of the tube is carbon. Can you
tell what three elements conpose sugar? What is the source
of the energy used to break the s\igar into its elements?
VII. Materials
1. Pyrex test tube
2. Test tube holders
3. Filter paper
4. magnifier




The nature and utilization of atomic energy.—Energy is the capacity
to do work. There are many ways in which energy may be used. All
mechanical movements, aU forms of light, all forms of heat, electricity,
and sound, are examples of energy in use. There are two general classi¬
fications of energy: (l) potential energy, and (2) kinetic energy.
Potential energy is stored energy which must be released in order to
become useful. There is potential energy stored in coal, oil, and other
fuels, which becomes usefvil through ignition of the fuels and through the
process of oxidation which produces useful heat.
Kinetic energy, is energy of movement, the capacity for doing work.
The principal source of energy is the sun, which is responsible for
storing up potential energy in fuels and in all forms of plant and animal
life. We might divide energy another way by saying these are the three
principal kinds of energy. These would be physical, chemical, and
nuclear or atomic energy. When the writer speaks of atomic, or nuclear
energy, the writer means for the most part the energy derived from the
process of splitting the nuclei of heavy atoms, such as those of uranium
by a process called fission. In the fission process, the nuclei of atomic
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fuel are split when they are hit by subatomic bullets called neutrons.
Part of the binding force which holds neutrons and protons together in
the nucleus of the atom is then released in the form of energy, this
energy is harnessed in a nuclear reactor.
Radiation - Radiation in a variety of forms is familiar to all of
us . Light is radiation we can see. Heat is radiation we can feel.
Ultraviolet and x-rays we neither see nor feel. Radiation is as old as
the universe. Stars are intensely radioactivej our earth is slightly
radioactive. Ever since his first appearance, man has been e^sposed to
both visible and invisible radiation from the sun.
There are three types of x-rays given off from radioactive elements:
(l) heavy particles which travel but an inch or so in air (alpha
particles), (2) lighter particles which travel a few feet (beta particles),
and (3) waves similar to those of light, which penetrate to considerable
distances, even through several inches of lead (gamma rays).
Radioactive Isotopes - The existence of isotopes was discovered
about 1913 after nearly a decade of experimenting with natural radioactive
materials. The radiations emitted by radioactive Isotopes are mainly
three types: alpha, beta, and gamma rays. Because radioactive Isotopes
vary in the rates at which they decay, it has become customary to measure
this characteristic in terms of the time required for half the unstable
nuclei to decay. This time is called the "half life", and it varies for
for different radioactive isotopes.
Radioactive isotopes are used in four basically different ways.
First, radioactive Isotopes are used as fixed sovirces of radiation to make
some change in a target material. For example, cancerous tissues may be
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destroyed by radiation therapy; food products may be erradicated to kill
bacteria which cause decay; or haniif\il variety of male insects may be
sterilized by radiation to prevent reproduction.
Second, radioactive isotopes are used again as fixed sources of
radiation to measure the thickness of a moving sheet of metal, the liquid
level in a closed container, and the density of the upper atmosphere.
The third and perhaps the most common use is as an important technique
in medical and agriculture research. A fourth way of using radioactive
isotopes provides the basis for power generators to do tremendous amo\mts
of work.
Nuclear Reactors - A nuclear reactor is simply a device for starting
and controlling a self-sustaining fission chain reaction. Nuclear
reactors are used in several ways:
1. To supply intense fields or beams of neutrons for
scientific experiments;
2. To produce new elements or materials by neutron irradiation;
3. To furnish heat for electric power generation. Industrial
processes, and other applications.
The basic parts of a nuclear reactor are:
A core of fuel, usually uranium - 235;
Aneutron "moderator", which is a material that aids the
fission process by slowing down the neutrons;
A means of regulating the number of free neutrons and thereby
controlling the rate of fission;
A means of removing the heat generated in the core, this is
done by the coolant water;
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A radiation shielding, to protect the workers.
Research reactors are versatile sources of atomic radiation for e3q>eri-
mental purposes. Some examples of the ways in which they serve are:
producing radiation for inducing genetic mutations in plant species
by seed irradication, producing radiation for medical therapy, and the
production of radioactive isotopes for use in u industrial programs.
The nature and Utilization of Atomic Energy
I.Objectives
1. To open the field of atomic energy as a challenging
opportunity to ejcplore,
2. To relate the structtire of the atom and its nucleus to the
energy of the universe,
3. To identify the two types of nuclear reactions —fusion and
fission.
4. To study the process and the particles of nuclear reaction
and the energy released,
5. To study the operational components of a typical reactor,
6. To develop an understanding of the nature, types, general
properties and detection of radioactivity.
U. Learning Activities
1. Discuss the nature of Alpha and Beta particles and Gamma
Rays.
2. Emphasis a chain reaction by using a series of mousetraps.
3. Show that a radioactive nmeral can discharge a gold leaf,
4. Plot a graph showing disintegration of radium showing half-
life.
Compare and contrast fission and fusion reactions.
6, Observe scintillation caused by the radiation from a luminous
watch dial.
ko
7, Discuss the principle underlying the use of uraniTam ore
as a time clock used to determine the age of the earth.




b. Tagging the Atom
c. Atom Smashers
d. A for Atom
2. Equipment
a. X-ray tubes









1. Text material that eiiq)haslzes the understanding and
application of atomic energy,
2. Skill of examining the fundamental theories and concepts
of modern science using atomic energy as the central theme,
V, Student Activities
1, Demonstrate the principle of a chain reaction by sticking
wood kitchen matches in a block of modeling clay. Be sure
that the matches are one-half inch apart or closer. Light the
match in the lower right-hand comer and describe what
happens. How does this activity show the principle of a chain
reaction?
2, Turn on a Geiger Counter, estimate the number of clicks heard
in one minute. This is called background radiation. Now, hold
the luminous watch with the goass removed near the counter
tube and count the nisnber of signals in one minute. Subtract
the number of radioactive particles given off by the back-
groxind radiation. Test other substances, such as glazed
pottery and ores, for radioactive properties. Do you know
what causes the background radiation? What was the effect
of the luminous watch dial on the number of particles counted?
4l
V. Evaluation
1. Discuss Rutherford's experiment
2. When uranium undergoes fission as a result of neutron
bombardment, where does the energy that is releases come
from?
3. Describe the four types of radiation.
Introduction
Since 1945, the words "isotope" and "radioactive isotope" have be¬
come familiar parts of our vocabuleuries. Recently, the use of isotopes in
medical treatment and in research in the fields of agriculture, industry,
and medicine is having a great impact on our way of life. The wide use
of the radioactive isotope or radioisotope (sin element which emits
radiation) has been described as the most inportant step in research since
the invention of the microscope. Isotope, like trained dogs for the blind,
give us eyes to see what we could not even see through a microscope.
Years ago, things could be seen only with unaided eyes and sorted
out only with hands. Next, magnifying glasses and small tweezers were used.
Later, the microscope was invented to see finer details and chemical and
physical processes were developed to sort out various elements, conpoxmds,
and forms of life. As an "atomici microscope, isotope now take man
another great stride forward in perception.
Isotope applications in agricultvire,—Radioactive isotopes of
phosphorus, sulfur, calcium, carbon, copper, and zinc are being used to
investigate important plant problems. Radioactive tracers are being used
to determine the path, rate of entry, and movement of materials in plants,
and the mechanism of such movement. Tracing elements through living
plants was impossible before radioactive isotopes became available.
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Uptake of Fertilizers - The most extensive use yet made of isotopes
in agriculture concerns sutides on uptake of fertilizers. With radio¬
active tracers ait is possible to study both commercial fertilizers and
green manures. Radioactive phosphorus - 32, is added to fertilizer to
determine how much more into the plant. It has been proved that plants
absorb nutrients through the foliage, the fruit, the twigs, the trunk,
and the flowers, as well as through the roots.
Tracer studies show that certain plant nutrients applied to the
leaves in soluble form result in as much as 95 per cent uptake by the
plant. Plant nutrients applied to the soil often show no more than 10
per cent uptake.
Soil Fertility - Maintenance of soil fertility is the main objective
of soil management. Calcium - 49 has been used to study the absorption
of calcium by alfalfa and other legumes as influenced by soil reaction.
Phosphorus - 32 is used to study exchange reactions of inorganic phosphorus
between solutions and mineral surfaces in soils, and to determine the con¬
tributions that phosphorus in manures makes to soil fertility.
Plant Diseases and Gungicldes - Plant disease cause an estimated
annual loss of million of dollars. Radioisotopes are of great value in
studying plant diseases. Carbon - l4 has been used to study metabolic
cheuiges in tobacco plants induced by virus infection, mealy bug wilt of
pineapple, and effects of the virus of "little cheriy” disease; sulfur-
35 is used to measure the difference in absorption of svilfur by parasites
and the host of plant diseases caused by fungi; and phosphorus-32 and
calci\im-45 are used to compare absorption and movement of phosphorus and
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calciian in pole-blighted and healthy western pines.
Animal Studies - A major portion of the radioactive isotope ap¬
plications in the animal husbandry field have been concerned with meta¬
bolism studies in potiltry, cattle, and sheep. Radioactive Cobalt-60 is
used for studying deficiencies in diet.
Mineral metabolism in animals such as rabbits, chickens, swine, and
cattle has been studied with the following radioisotopes: cesium-134,
iron-55> copper-64, strontium-89, iodine-131, and zinc-65.
Migration and Hibernation - The use of radioactive isotope phos¬
phorus-32 and strontitim-90 to tag insects for flight-range meas\irement3
has given clues to their habits of migration and hibernation. Study of
the ratio of tagged to xmtagged recaptured mosquitoes gives valuable
clues to the productivity of breeding areas, thereby aiding in control
activities.
Flies help spread dysentery and typhoid, knowledge of fly movements
is essential, therefore, in planning field control operations. The
radioactive tracer technique has proved to be versatile, quick, and accurate.
Isotope aTxplieatibna in industry.—The ability of radiation to
penetrate matter has led to extensive Industrial use of radioisotopes.
Radioactive Iodlne-131 can be used to detect 4-eaks in water lines. A
small quantity of the radioactive isotope is introduced into the line
and the path of its radiation followed until it reaches the spot where
the radiation reading drops off. These tests have made it possible to
find and repair leaks in buildings with a minimum disruption of the
structxure.
Robert W. Schert, Radioactive Isotopes in Agriculture (New Jersey:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., I963), pp, 122-24.
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sterilization - Gamma radiation in large enough doses can destroy
bacteria and enzymes in a material without raising its ten^erature sig¬
nificantly.
The absence of high temperatures is necessary in the processing of
many items such as antibiotics and certain other drugs. Large-scale
sterilization or paste\irizatlon of perishable food stviffs such as meats,
bananas^ potatoes, and beverages holds interesting possibilities.
Wear Studies - Prior to World War II cyclotron-produced phosphorus-
32, added to the metal mix, was used to study the wear of piston rings.
Today, conventional piston rings are made radioactive by subjecting them
to neutron bcsnbardment in reactors. In such a bombardment, only one atom
of iron in approximately one billion is converted from stable iron-58
to radioactive iron-59• radioactive ring is fitted to the piston,
using proper shielding and monitoring techniques. The engine is assem¬
bled, the lubricating oil is added, and the motor is started. Radio¬
active iron atoms are worn off the ring along with others and are easily
detected in the poll. The wear of the ring can be detected in the first
few minutes of running time.
Other Tracer Uses - Radioactive isotopes also have been used to
measure the wear of gears, the contact wear of distributer.ipolnts, wear
of tire treads as a function of vehicle velocity, the wear and life of
machine cutting tools, and for determining the wear of floor waxes.
Cobalt-60 has been used in determining the wear of fire brick in the lining
of blast fvirnaces.
Isotope uses in medicine,—No other field has benefited as pro¬
foundly from radioactive isotopes as the life sciences. As tracer atoms.
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these new tools are uniquely suitable to solution of problems in this
field. Body processes are fundamentally chemical but are carried out on
such a dynamic, complex, and microscopic scale that they frequently defy
ordinary chemical procedures.
Radioactive tracers correspond in size and kind to the things they
trace. They are not foreign or chemically different. Radioactive
Isotopes are natural tracers and, as far as biological processes are
concerned, are no different from other atoms except in their ability to
send out signals to Identify their presence.
Useful radioactive forms are now available for most elements which
enter into biological processes. Sodium, for example, is important in
body fluids and tissues and is easily traced by means of its radio¬
isotopes, sodium-24. Transfer of sodium to various body sites is traced
and measured by means of the sodium-24 gamma rays. Some processes in
the body are so complex that only through radioactive isotope tracers
has any success in unraveling them been achieved.
Cardiac Output - Knowledge of the heart*s output is invaluable in
diagnosis of many heart disorders. As with other pumps, the efficiency
of the heart can be Judged by the flow it induces. To measure this
output, a «ni«n amount of human servun albumin labeled with I-I3I is in¬
jected into an arm vein. The resultijag peak of activity in the blood
is measured after it is pumped through the heart and then passes a certain
point in an artery. The ability to trace blood circulation and ac-
cum\ilation at particular sites with radioactive materials has been
valuable also in cases of hemorrhage, burns, and fistulae between organs
as in stab wounds
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Teletherapy - Distance therapy by means of a gamma-ray beam from a
concentrated pellet of radioisotope is a direct outgrowth of x-ray treat¬
ment. Since the beeim is directed through the body to the cancer or other
growth to be eradicated, damage to healthy tissue must be considered.
Certain radioisotopes have shown a superiority to x-ray equipment in
this respect. To obtain a useful beam with radiation as penetrating as
that from cobalt-6o, very special x-ray equipment is required.
Protein Metabolism - A large part of the work with metabolites is
motivated by the hope of cancer control. If differences can be fo\md
between the needs of cancer cells and those of normal tissue it may be
possible to retard or prevent the growth of one without seriously af¬
fecting the other.
In a typical study, the essential compound glycine was labeled
with carbon-l4 and injected into normal rats and rats with liver tumors.
The rats were sacrificed. The tumors and normal liver tissue were then
broken down chemically and the amino acids, which lead to the eventual
building of body protein, were separated. The radioactivity of each
fraction was measured; any activity demonstrated that the particular
fraction contained parts of the origlAal glycine molecules. The ex¬
perimenters could than draw up a "flow scheme" of glycine metabolism.
Thyroid Disorders - The best known and most widely used example of
selective absorption is the accumulation of iodine by the thyroid gland.
The thyroid employs large amovuits of iodine in manxxfactiaring tjie thyroid
harmone. Thyroxin. The thyroid gland picks up and utilizes nearly all
^avid L. Willis, Radiotracer Methodology in Biological Science
(New Jersey; Prentice-Hall Inc,, 19^5), p. 333.
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of the iodine retained in the human system, normally about 1,(XX) times
as much as surrounding tissue. This selective action provides practically
ideal conditions for radioactive Iodine-131 tracer studies of the gland
and its functions.
Iron Metabolism and Red Cell Life - A large and Important number
of man*s diseases are those which affect the blood. Among these are
anemia and the cancer-like conditions, letikemia and polycyth«ala vera.
The advent of radioactive iron has provided a powerful means of studing
the production and makeup of blood.
The Iron isotope Fe-59 is used in a study of red cell production
in persons suffering from polycthemla vera, a disease characterized by
over-production of red blood cells. About a tenfold Increase in the use
of iron was found in such cases, considerably larger than could be
accounted for by the increased cell count. Bone morrow is the primary
site of red blood cell production. Tracer studies with radioiron show,
however, that in some polycthemla patients the spleen produces an excess
of the red cells. As a result doctors use radioactive Phosphorus-32 for
the treatment of polycythemia and chronic leukemia, which has the
therapeutic action of inhibiting blood cell production,^
Summetry,—Atomic energy has created many new and challenging problems
for the world. If man is to live safely with atomic energy, he must meet
these challenges successfully. The chief problems of the Atomic Age
include the control of (l) atomic weapons, (2) radiation, and (3) atomic
1




1. To open the field of atomic energy as a challenging
opportimity for students.
2. To show the essential role of the methods of science in making
discoveries and finding eacplanations of what has already been
observed or known in part.
3. To relate the structure of the atom and its nucleus to the
energy of the universe.
4. To gain an understanding of how radioisotopes are useful
as tracers in chemical reactions.
To give students an understanding of the extensive use of
radioactive tracers in such related fields of biological
science as physiology, botany, medicine, and agriculture.
6. To aid students in understanding how industry makes con¬
siderable use of radioisotopes in sich fields as quality of
production and wearing of bearings caused by friction.
7. To develop skill in using a Geiger Counter.
II. Learning Activities
1. Distinguish between a naturally radioactive substance, like
radium, and a radioisotope.
2. Use a Geiger Coxmter and listen to the frequency of clicks
from background radiation; then bring samples of uranium
salts, radioactive minerals near the counter tube and compare
the frequency of clicking.
3. Use fresh cuttings of plants that have been standing in a
water solution of uranium nitrate, determine how long it
takes for the solution to reach the leaves,
4. Prepare radioautographs of animal bones by feeding rats
small doses of P-32 in water.
5. Discuss extensively the use of specific radioactive isotope
for agriculture, industry, and medicine.
6. Repeat some classic experiment of Rutherford and have students
reconstruct the reasoning that resulted from their original
observation and data.
497.Use models of atoms showing neutrons, protons, and shells of
electrons to develop the changes that occur in atomic number
and atomic weight in transmutation processes.
III.Materials
A. Films
1. Atom and Industry
2. Radioactivity
3. Tracing Living Cells
4. Ionizing Radiation in Humans
5. Diagnosis and Therapy with Radiation






4. Models of atoms
5. White rats
6. Dissecting Kit
7. X-ray photographs (dental x-ray film)
8. Luminous watch dial
9. Uranim salts
C. References
1. Radio Isotopes in Science and Industry g
2. Major Activities in Atomic Energy Programs
IV.Purposes
1. Test material is used to emphasize the understanding and
application of selected radioactive isotopes used for
agricmltxire, industry, and medicine.
2. To develop and promote the ability to draw conclusions from
observation and the accumulation of data.
3. To initiate a feeling for the social and economic im¬
plications of science.V.Student Activity
^An illustration for the construction of a practical Geiger Counter
is founded in the appendix of the resovirce unit.
2
Obtained free by writing the Atomic Energy Commission.
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1. A student interested in electronics can build a portable
counter that will detect beta and gamma radiation. Refer
to the appendix of this unit for an illustration.
VI. Evaluation
1. Ejcplain why radiation is used to destroy cancerous cells,
2, If a fairly active seunple of a short-live isotope is
available in your lab, have students to consider how they
might go about measuring its half-life.
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FjJLm and Filmstrips
All of the films and filmstrips listed in this resource unit are
available on loan; there are no charges other than the cost of postage and
insiirance to return the films or filmstrips. Teachers requests may be
addressed to:
Film Center, Bldg. 2
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 South Cass Avenue
Argonne, Illinois 6o44o
Films
Understanding Matter and Energy. Demonstration of the physical properties
of matter and transformation into energy to serve man.
Atomic Energy. E:q>lains with animated drawings the concepts basic to
an understanding of atomic energy.
Carbon»l4. Illustrates how radioactive carbon is used as a means for
determining the age of ancient objects and in tracing the growth
processes in living things.
The Atom. Introduces the basic pattern of atomic structure.
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Tracing Living Cells. Shows how isotopes are used to follow the course
Invisible Bullets. Describes how nuclear radiation is produced.
Atomic Furnaces. Illustrates how nuclear reactors produce radiation and
and radioactive materials.
Atoms and Industry. Illustrates how radioactive isotopes are used for
industrial purposes.
Our Friend the Atom. The chemistry of the atom ia revealed and the
accomplishment of atomic fission is pictured.





Energy from the Sun
Medical Aspects of Nuelcear Radiation
Discovery of Radium
Radioactive Isotopes for Agriculture
Statement on the Objectives
In order to prepare effective citizens to live successfxilly in a
highly scientific and technological environment these objectives should
be striven for and used by the teacher in directing the activities of
t^e pupils:
1. To develop a siifficiently good command of the scientific
terminology commonly used in newspapers, magazines, radio
and television discussions on atomic energy.
2. To develop the power of critical and reflective thinking
to solve problems.
3 To know that, if properly controlled, atomic energy
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unlimited resources for mankind, especially in reference to
agriculture, industry, and medical use.
4. To develop in pupils an elementary knowledge of the operational
function of an atomic reactor and its use for production of
materials for research, and for the production of radioactive
elements that can be used beneficially for agriculture,
industry, and medicine.
5. To know that unlimired research is still in progress to
broaden the applications of radioactive isotopes.
6. To aid pupils in understanding that the world*s power re¬
quirements are growing rapidly, thus exhausting our fossil
fuels, therefore a new source of energy is needed, one for
lihich the basic fuel is cheap and available to all, power
from the atom will possibly offer a solution.
7. To provide a background that might stimulate fut\ire
specialization.
8. To develop new Interest and curiosity through observation euid
experimentation.
What Students Should Want to Know About Atomic Energy
and Radioactive Isotopes
1. How is energy released from atoms?
2. How are workers protected from radiation given off by an
atomic reactor?
3. How are stable elements made radioactive?
4. How is the half-life of an element determined?
How are radioactive tracer materials detected in plants
and animals?
6. How is radiation controlled?
Suggested Learning Experiences
1. Display book Jackets, panphlets, and other materials dealing
with atomic energy and radioactive isotopes.
2. Encourage pupils to prepare disintegration charts showing
the rate of decay of some radioactive elements.
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3* Have pupils to construct models of some of the familiar atoms.
4. Have pupils make reports on the operation of an atomic reactor.
Direct the pupils in compiling a glossary of atomic terms.
6. Show the filmstrips ‘'Atoms As You Will Use Them."
7. Write to the Atomic Energy Commission for additional films
and booklets on radioactive materials.
6. Encovirage pupils to make reports on how radiation is controlled.9.Use a Geiger Counter to explain how it is able to detect
radiation.
10. Lecture on the atomic structure of atoms.
11. Direct the pupils in constz*ucting a wall chart showing
different radioactive isotopes and their^ecific uses for
agriculture, industry, and medicine.
Questions on Economic Uses of Atomic Energy and
Radioactive Isotopes
1. What three kinds of particles make up the atoms of all
substances?
2. What three forms of radiation are emitted from radioactive
elements?
3. In what form is energy released from atoms?
4. What are two radioactive elements used in agric\iltural studies?
5* How are genetic mutations induced in plants?
6. How are atoms transmutated into other atoms?
7. Why must special precautions be taken in handling radioactive
materials?
8. What element is a natural source of atomic fuel?
Activities and Experiments for Answering Questions
Activity #1
Have pupils to measure the radioactivity of viranium salts.
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radioactive isotopes, and a radium watch dial by bringing each near the
probe of a Geiger Counter. Two weeks in advance, have a student place
a radium watch dial against photographic film in a light proof paper
wrapper. Develop the film to see the e:q)os\nre caused by the gamma rays
given off by the disintegration of radium. Guide the discussion into the
kinds of particles given off by radioactive materials.
Activity #2
Have pupils use models of atoms showing neutrons, protons, and
shells of electrons. Develop the changes that occur in atomic number
and atomic weight in transmutation processes.
Activity #3
Direct a group of pupils in building a wooden model of an atomic
reactor using block wood as graphite, aluminum painted dowel sticks as
uranivun fuel rods, and grey dowel sticks placed between the other rods
to represent control rods. They can use the model in reporting to the
class on the operation of the pile. Develop the notions of showing down
of neutrons, critical mass, and neutron absoiT)tion as a means for con¬
trolling a chain reaction.
Experiment #1
Object: To demonstrate the Detection of Radioisotopic Tracer
Materials in Plants,
Procediire: A small tomato plant, or celery stalk wiih leaves, is placed
in a solution of p32 for a period of one to six hours. The
roots are trimmed from the plant and is placed between two
sheets of x-ray film in a press (or between heavy books)
for twelve hours or more. The films are developed using a
weak red light Bourse to Judge the intensity and time of de¬
velopment. The image of the plant on the film will reveal
the areas of concentration of the phosphorus in the plant.
Within one hour (or less) after placing a celery stalk in
the solution, the p32 can be detected in the plant by
monitoring it with the Geiger Coimter.
Experiment #2
Object: To Illustrate Genetic Effects of Radiation
Materials: Plant flat prepared for growing seeds and irradiated seeds.
Procedure: Plant irradiated seeds in flats and allow to grow to maturity,
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collect seeds and repleint. One flat should contain non-
irradlcated seeds to serve as a control. Some effects
may be noted In the first growth; however, mutations
usually occur in recessive genesj appearing in the second
generation.
Evaluative Activities
1, Have pupils to plan activities and eacperiments of their
own to answer questions that they would like to solve,
2, Make a constant check on each pupil to determine the
sharpness of his ability to make careful observations.
Have each pupil tvaca in periodically a written report
of his observations and the analysis of his data.
Examinations
Construction of satisfactory measuring instruments is one of the
most difficult duties the teacher has to perform. The actual process of
test construction must be preceded by careful planning if the test is
to succeed. In the planning of the test, consideration must be given
to the nature of the objectives to be measured, the purpose of it is to
serve, and the conditions xmder which it will be used.
The writer suggests that teachers using this resource iinit use the















In order to cope with the rapid changes that occ\ir as results of
scientific developments demands are made upon teachers to provide
activities in the classroom that are conducive to learning and the de¬
velopment of interest in the subject matter. Therefore, it is necessary
to develop methods and techniques that are struct\u:ed to cope with
changing times. The resource unit can serve as a directive, because it
is priceless in content and methods for activating the learning process.
This reso\arce imit on the economic uses of atomic energy and radio¬
active isotopes is based mainly on the principle that all matter is
made of atoms. The study of the atom is a starting point for developing
interest in scientific investigation and the understanding of the nat\ire
of things.
Findings,—
1, It was possible to produce a resource unit useful to junior
high school teachers in teaching the economic uses of atomic
energy and radioactive isotopes,
2, It was possible to identify selected radioactive isotopes
used for agriculture, industry, and medicine,
3, It was possible to list available books from which it is
possible for alert teachers to construct other resource
units in this area,
4, It was possible to secure Information from the atomic
energy commission as an aid in developing this resource
unit,
5» It was possible to prepare activities and experiments useful
for answering questions proposed in this unit.
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6, It was possible to construct a resource unit based on the
principle that atoms are the building stones of matter*
Conclusions and itriplications*~«»!rhe nature of this study does not
lend itself to definitive conclusions and implications, however, the
following statements appear to be relevant to the study, and are submitted
in this section as quasi-conclusions and/or implications, and in lieu
of conclusions emd/or implications which, prc^erly, could only be drawn
after some dyears of ejsperimentation and analysis of efforts to teach
in the area in which this resource unit is structured,
1, It is possible for Science Teachers to prepare a reso\jrce tinit,
2, Resoixrce units are useful aids in the development of skills,
attainment of knowledges, and scientific attitudes,
3* It is possible for science teachers to use the resource unit
approach for the incorporation of certain aspects of the
economic uses of atomic energy and radioactive isotopes,
4, It is possible to use this procedure for other aspects of
science,
5, It is possible for growth to take place for the students and
the teacher as new references and materials are added to
the vinit,
6, The preparation of a resource unit by science teachers will
be an accessible storehouse of information that will
eliminate aimless searching.
Recommendations,—In the light of the findings, conclusions, and
implications the following recommendations appear to be pertinent:
1, Teachers in both elementary and secondary schools should
use more resource \inlts as aids to their teaching,
2, Other studies similar to this could include other phases
of the economic aspects of atomic energy with emphasis on
the generation of power that might be of interest,
3, In-service or other programs be instituted so that more science
teachers can become familiar with the “new" approaches to
planning a teaching unit.
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APPENDIXES
In this section of the thesis the vriter will present a number
of investigations and materials that can be used with the resource
unit. Included will be suggested rules for safe handling of radio¬
active materials, e^eriments to aid the students in examining some
of the characteristics of radioactive materials, and some experiments
that will introduce the students to the knowledge of problem solving
and give them an understanding of how some of these investigations
aided in solving problems in agriculture, medicine and industry.
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APPEHDIX A
SAFE HAHDLING OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS
No one can afford to learn of the harmful effects of radiation
through his own experience, therefore the students must learn to handle
radioactive materials with extreme caution. To avoid unnecessary ex¬
posure to radiation, it is necessary for the students to form good
habits for the safe handling of radioactive materials. Always have
students plan their experiments well in advance and know exactly what
they are doing at all times. Keep the following rules in mind when
working with radioactive materials.
1. Take every precaution to make sure that no radioactive
material comes into contact with your skin or enters
your body by breathing or ingestion. Do not touch
radioactive materials with bare hands; always wear rubber
or plastic gloves when handling such materials. Wash
your hands carefully after each experiment and place them
near the Geiger counter to see if any radioactive con¬
tamination is present.
2. To prevent accidental Ingestion of radioactive solutions,
never draw them into a pipette by mouth. Use a syringe-
type pipette or a dropper for transferring these solutions.
3. See to it that there is no radioactive contamination of the
laboratory table, sink, Geiger counter, or any other
laboratory equipment. Avoid contamination of the laboratory
table by spreading several layers of newspaper in the working
area. Contamination of the laboratory equipment not only
e:5)ose all those using the laboratory to potentially harmful
radiation but also interferes with the effective use of the
Geiger Counter for measviring radiation from a specific
source.
4. Keep all radioactive materials in separate, properly labeled
bottles.




should be clearly marked RADIOACTIVE WASTE. Place all soil,
paper, beakers, test tubes, wicks, bottles, etc, that have
been exposed to radiation in this container until they are
no longer radioactive.
In the following exercises the students can examine some of the
characteristics of radioactive materials. The information gained can
be useful to the students in the interpretation of other experiments in¬





Sodium phosphate solution (P'^ )





Detection of Radioactivity With Geiger
Counter
Procedure - Measure the "background" radiation in your work area
by keeping all radioactive materials well away from the counter tube
while taking a reading with the Geiger coimter. Record the background
count. Place a watch with a luminous dial on the table and hold the
eo\inter tube over it. If the counter tube has a cover or shield, measure
the radioactivity both with and without the cover, or with the shield
open and then closed. Record these figures.
Hold the counter tube with the shield open over a bottle containing
radioactive phosphate solution. Leave the cover on the bottle for the
first reading. Next, remove the cover from the bottle and hold the
counter tube over the open mouth of the bottle. Record both readings.
Discussion -
1, How does the radioactivity of the watch measure with the
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counter shield open compare with that measured with the
shield closed?
2. How can you accoxint for any difference?
3. How much radioactivity can you detect around the bottle
of radioactive sodium phosphate solution when the cover is
on the bottle?
4. How much radioactivity (in co\mts per minute) can you detect
when the cover is off the bottle?
5. Account for the difference between the two readings.
Rate of Decay of Radioactive Atoms
Procedure - Cut a circle of filter paper to fit into the bottom
of a small beaker (or use a small jar about 3-5 cm in diameter and 2-3 cm
tall with a plastic screw cover).
Pipette 1 ml of radioactive sodium phosphate solution onto the
disk of filter paper in the beaker or jar. Try to distribute the solution
evenly over the surface of the paper. Allow the water to evaporate.
When the paper is dry, hold the Geiger tube, with the shield open,
over the mouth of the beaker or jar. Record the number of counts per
minute, the time, and the date. Then set the container aside in a safe
place. After 48 hours place the coxuiter over the container in as nearly
the same position as possible. Again record the counts per minute,
the hour, and the date. Repeat the readings every 48 hours for as long
as it is convenient to do so.
Plot a graph with time in days on the horizontal axis and coimts
per minute on the vertical axis.
Discussion -
1. How can you account for the observed results?
2. Would it be possible to use measurements of this sort
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to calculate how soon all the radioactive phosphorus would,
disappear?
Effect of Radioactivity On Photographic Film
Procedure - Use a dropper with a finely drawn-out tip to pick up
one or two drops of the radioactive phosphate solution. Carefully spread
a thin film of the solution on a piec# of filter paper, writing the
symbol as you would with a pen and ink. Dry the filter paper
thoroughly.
Place the dried filter paper next to a sheet of film in the film
holder, leaving the film in its black paper wrapping. Or, if you work
in a darkroom, you may place the dried filter paper right against the
film and then wrap everything in black paper. Arrange the paper and
film so that they will be held together, with no movement of either,
for at least 2k hours.
At the end of the ejqoosure, separate the film from the filter
paper. Develop the film or arrange for someone else to develop it
for you.
Discussion -
1, Describe the developed film,
2, How can you account for the appearance of the film?
The writer will introduce the following experiments as aids for
the students in gaining insight into how investigations through re¬
search have aided man in making greater economic uses of radioactive
isotopes in agriculture, medicine and industry. It is also the hope of
this writer that teachers using this resource unit on similar units will
be able to make use of the materials and es^ieriments in introducing
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Transport of Phosphate in Plants
Plants ordinarily absorb mineral elements thro\igh their roots.
Can they also absorb these elements through their leaves?
Materials -
2 small tomato plants Band-aid







Procedure - Use a dropper to place a few drops of radioactive
phosphate solution on the gauze pad of a small adhesive bandage. Use
enough solution to saturate the gauze, but not so much that it drips.
Apply the bandage to the upper surface of a leaf of a tomato plant,
with the wet gauze facing the leaf. Place the same number of drops of
radioactive phosphate solution in a 100-ml beaker.
Carefully remove the second tomato plant from the vermiculite in
which it is growing. Loosen the vermiculite with a pencil so that the
roots can be pulled out without damaging them. Carefully shake off as
much of - the vermiculite from the roots as you can. Transfer the plant
to the beaker with the radioactive sodium phosphate solution. Support
the plant on a stick taped to the beaker so that only the root system
is in the solution. Add enough distilled water to cover the roots.
Place this plant beside the other plant, allow them to stand for 2k
hovirs
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With a pencil draw a rectangle 12 x 17 cm on a piece of blotting
paper. Take the tomato plant out of the beaker, shake as much water off
the roots as you can, then spread the plant out inside the rectangle.
Spread out the leaves so that they are flat but do not overlap. Bend
the stem if necessary. Cover the plant with another piece of blotter
paper, then with several layers of paper towel, and a large book on top.
Let the plant remain pressed flat between the two pieces of blotter
paper for 24 hours.
Remove the other plant from the vermiculite. Carefxally peel off
the adhesive bandage. Prepare another set of blotting paper, and press
this plant inside a 12 x 17 cm rectangle in the same manner as before.
After 24 hours of pressing, remove the plants. Place each plant
between two sheets of plastic wrap. In a dark room, insert each plastic-
wrapped plant next to a sheet of photographic film in a film holder.
Store the plants and film holders in the dark. After 3 days, develop
both sheets of film.
Discussion -
1. How can you tell where the radioactive material was
localized in the plants?
2. Can you recognize the various plant parts on the film?
32
3. When the P*' was applied to the leaf did it remain at
the point of application?
4. Describe the parts of both plants in which the radioactive
phosphorus acciuHulated.
5. Can plants absorb phosphate through their leaves?
6. On the basis of the results of this experiment, do you
think that spraying shrubs with solutions of fertilizer
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would be an effective way of treating them? Explain.
E^eriment 2
Effect of Badiation on Microorganisms
Exposure to radiation can be fatal to an organism. The most con¬
venient way to describe the effect of radiation on a particular species,
therefore, is to speak of some average fatal dose. Such a dose has
been defined as the sanount of radiation that will kill about 50 per
cent of the individuals in a species. The other 50 per cent of the
population will be killed only if the radiation dose is greater than the
average fatal dose. The term LD - 50, meaning “lethal dose for 50 per
cent of the popiilation. In this experiment you will determine the LD-












Prodedure - If the petri dishes of aga have not already been
prepared for you, melt the agar and pour it into sterile petri dishes,
using careful, aseptic conditions.
Weigh out 0,75 g of dry yeast, and place it in one liter of
sterile distilled water. Pl\ig with cotton and mix thoroughly. Pipette
5 ml of the yeast suspension into an enpty, sterile petri dish.
Set up the ultraviolet lamp 10 cm above the table top, and turn
the lanp on. Place the petri dish containing the 5 ml of yeast under
the lamp for exactly five seconds.
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Remove the yeast suspension from under the lamp. Using a sterile
pipette, transfer 0,1 ml of the irradiated yeast to the agar in one of
the petri dishes, Mark the cover of the petri dish to indicate the
length of exposure (5 seconds).
In the same manner irradiate other samples, one at a time, for
periods of 15, 30, and 60 seconds and of 2, 5>^‘ aJid 20 minutes. Place
0,1 ml of each of the irradiated sanples in a separate petri dish of
agar, Mark each with its length of exposure, as above.
Inoculate each of two agar plates with 0,1 ml of yeast suspension
which has not been exposed to ultraviolet radiation. Then incubate all
the inoculated agar plates in the dark at about 25°C for 48 hours.
During this incubation period, any cells that survived the radiation
expos\ire will multiply sufficiently so that their daioghter cells will
form visible colonies.
Count the number of colonies formed in each of the non-Irradiated
cultures of cells. Let the average number of colonies present in these
control cultures represent 100 per cent sxirvival. Then compare the
number of colonies in each irradiated culture to the average number of
colonies in the two xmtreated cultures to find the per cent of sur¬
vivors, (One hundred per cent minus the per cent of survivors is the
per cent of cells killed by the radiation treatment).
Prepare a graph with length of time of e:q>osiire to irradiation,
on the horizontal axis, and the per cent of the original population
killed, on the vertical axis. Remember that each square on the graph
paper is supposed to represent a certain nmber of seconds or minutes;
the points representing 10 minutes and 20 minutes, therefore, will be
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much farther apart than the points representing 15 seconds and 30
seconds* Draw a smooth curve through points.
Discussion -
1. Approximately what length of exposure kills one-half
the cells? (Draw a straight horizontal line from the
point on the vertical axis representing 50 per cent
fatalities.
2. How can you explain the shape of the curves?
3. If you were planning a similar experiment, using the same
techniques and lengths of e:q)osure but a different species
of microorganisms, would you be able to use information from
the present experiment to predict the LD-50 for the new
species? Explain.
4. Would the shape of the curve obtained for this new species
be about the same?
Experiment 3
Tracing a Food Chain
As you know, all animals live directly or indirectly upon green
plants. Thus there are food chains, with food materials been passed
from plants to animals and sometimes on to other animals. Phosphorus






Elodea plants (aquarium plants)
Procedure - Add four vigorously grwwing aquatic plants and 60O ml
of water to each of two 1000 - ml beakers. To one of the beakers add 10
microc\n:ies of radioactive phosphate. The second beaker will serve






After one week, remove the plants from the first beaker and wash
them thoroughly* Now check the plants with the Geiger counter. If
they are not radioactive, put them back in the beaker for an additional
period* Place them in a large test tube to which you have added several
snails and some top water*
Remove the plants from the second beaker, wash them, and check for
radioactivity* Ho radioactivity should be detected, except for the
normal background coimt* Put these plants in a second large test tube
to which you have added plain water and the same number of snails as
above. Iieave both tubes for 24 hoiirs.
When the 24 hour period is up, remove the snails from each tube*
Keeping them separate, wash both sets thoroughly and test each for
radioactivity* Now put the radioactive snails in fresh water. Change
the water once a day for the next 48 hours. Grind the radioactive snails
into small pieces. Then grind the other set of snails and keep each
set separate*
Place two goldfish in separate 1000-ml beakers of plain
aquarium water, having pre-checked the fish for any radioactivity*
The fish should not have been fed for 48 hours before this time. Now
feed the crushed snails to the fish, taking care to feed only the radio¬
active snails to one fish and only the nonradioactive snails to the
other fish* Allow two days for the fish to excrete the waste from these
snails, and check the fish for radioactivity.
Discussion -
1* Was there a great difference in the amount of radioactivity
between the three groups of organisms testedt Explain*
2* Is it possible that the radioactivity may have been transferred
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throTigh the air or by contact from one set of animals or
plants to the other set?
3» Does the e3q>eriment show you anything in regard to food chains
or the transfer of energy that you could not have observed
directly without the use of the p32? Explain,
Experiment 4
Effects of X - Irradiation Seeds
In this exercise the student will study the effects of irradiation



















Procedvire - Place 20 seeds in one of the plastic vials, mark
the level of the top seed, using a glass-marking crayon. Enpty the
seeds from the vial, Mark three other vials at the same level. Heat
a dissecting needle in the flame of a Bunsen burner. Use the heated
needle to punch holes in each of the four vials; punch holes only in the
part of the vial that will be acquired by 20 seeds. Using a glass -
marking crayon, number the vials 1 to 4. Place 20 seeds in each vial,
E2pose .the viald numbered 1 for eight seconds, the vials numbered 2 for
l6 seconds, and the vials numbered ^ for 32 seconds; the vials numbered
4 receive no Irradiation,
Nvunber fo\ir boxes 1 to 4, mark each. Line each box with a sheet
of aluminum foil. Shape the linings to fit the bottoms and sides of
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the boxes. Fold the corners, staple them to the sides of the boxes.
Pour sand into the boxes to a depth of about 8 cm. Moisten it thoroughly.
Using a glass-marking crayon, label the lids of four petri dishes
with niimbers. Line the bottom half of the dish with four disk of paper
towel, cut to fit snugly. With a pencil, number the top disk in each
dish. Moist the paper thoroughly. Transfer 5 seeds from each Irradiated
vial to the dish bearing the corresponding number (from vial 1 to dish 1,
etc.). Cover the seeds in each dish with two more disks of wet paper
towel. Cover each dish with its numbered lid. Put the dishes in a
dark place where the temperature will remain stable.
Transfer the remaining seeds from each vial to the box bearing
the corresponding number. In each box plant the seeds in three rows
of five at a depth of about 1 cm. For recording data, it is necessary
to identify the seedlings by number. Water the seeds thoroughly, but
do not flood the boxes. Put the boxes in a place where direct simlight
does not reach them.
Observe the petri dishes each day. When no further germination
occurs for theee days, record in your data book the number of seeds
that germinated in each dish.
Observe the boxes each day. When the first seedlings appear,
begin a daily record of the height (in millimeters of each seedling).
When a seedling dies, write D xmder the appropriate day number.
Discussion -
1. From the data on germination, what can you conclude about
the effects of radiation on the mortality of embryo plants?
2. On the basis of the data obtained from the measurement of
seedlings, what effect (if any) does radiation have on the





AccTimulatlon of Phosphate in an Animal
In the following experiment, the students will uae radioactive










Procedure - Holding the frog firmly, pinch a fold of skin on the
back and inject 1 ml of radioactive phosphate solution into the space
under the skin. Place the frog in a separate marked cage where it will
have water and air. Leave it there for a day or two.
Pour a few milliliters of chloroform onto a cotton pad. Place
the pad in a large jar, put the frog inside, and cover the jar. Frog
should be dead in about 10 minutes.
Pin the frog in a dissecting pan, ventral side up. Carefully
open the body cavity. Remove the liver and spleen, place them side by
side on a piece of plastic wrap. Also remove the heart and one of the
lungs, and place them on the plastic wrap.
In the darkroom, place the plastic-wrapped parts against a sheet
of 5 X 7 inch photographic film in a film holder. Allow to stand three
days and then develop the film.
Discussion -
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1. Which of the organs contained radioactive phosphorus?
2. List the radioactive parts in order of the relative
amount of they contain, E25)lain as well as you can
why p32 accumulates in those parts.
Experiment 2
UptaJte and Elimination of Iodine - I3I in the
Rat
Materials -
Rats Plastic test tubes
Animal cages Geiger counter
Solution of Iodine-I31 caaloroform
Syringe and hypodermic needle Dissecting kit
Filter paper
Procedure -• Inject a series of five rats with 2 to 5 vie of
iodine-131 at staggered time intervals so that at the time of sacrifice,
individual animals wiJJL have metabolized the iodine for periods of 2,
12, 24, 48 and 72 hours. Place rats in cages with filter paper under¬
neath them to catch the feces and urine.
When the necessary time has elapsed, weigh the rats before
sacrificing them. Dissect, carefully removing the limgs, heart, kidneys,
liver, salivary and thyroid glands (instructor should aid with the
dissecting). Place a known fraction of each tissue in numbered test
tubes and co\mt them in a scintillation counter or measure for radiation
with a Geiger counter. Also test for radiation the feces of each rat.
Discussion -
1, Which organ seemed to contain the most iodine-131?
Determine this from the number of counts on the Geiger
counter,




Pathological Effects of Radiation on
Mammals
This experiment can he done to observe the major changes in tie
anatomy and physiology of mammals within several days after iiradic^on
by the students with the aid of the teacher if the doses of radiation
are sufficiently high.
Materials >
Rats A cardboard container
Cages Dissecting instruments
X-ray machine A pan balance
Procedure - Irradiate rats or mice with doses in the median
lethal range (about 65O sems). These animals must be observed fre¬
quently, therefore, so that the post-mortem examination can be performai
shortly after death has occurred. Some of the animals irradiated with
6^0 rems may die within a few days after irradiation, but many of them
will survive mosre than one week. Some animals should be sacrificed at
3 to 4 days after irradiation and the remainder later.
The animals should be observed closely while they are still alive.
Observe the amount of activity and the amount of food and water they
consume. Observe the color of the fur and eyes. Is there any change ii
the posture of the animal? Compare the weights of the irradiated rats
with some control rats.
After dissecting, observe the condition of the stomach and in¬




The following experiments can be utilized by the teacher to give
the students basic understanding on how investigations of this nature
on a large scale have improved the use of certain products.
Experiment 1
Testing Wear Resistance of Floor Wax
Materials -
Old piece of linoleum Liquid wax
Geiger counter 25O ml beaker
Paint brush Medicine dropper
Radioactive cobalt solution Hard glass rod
Procedure - Place 200 ml of liquid wax in a beaker. Add 20 drops
of radioactive cobalt solution to the wax and stir with the hard glass
rod. Use brugh to spread the wax mixed with the radioactive solution
evenly over the old linoleum.
Place the piece of linoleum in a dark place for 2k hours. Use
the Geiger counter to measure the amount of radiation activity. Now
subject the radioactive wax linoleum to the wear of the students for a
period of three days. Measure the amount of radioactivity on the linol¬
eum after it has been exposed to this wear.
Discussion -
1. Explain how similar investigations can be used to produce
a better product.
Experiment 2
Detecting Leaks in Water Lines
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Materials -
Radioactive Iodine ^31 solution
Long piece of galvanized pipe
Geiger Counter
Rubber stopper
Procedure - Puncture a hole in the pipe about three-fourths of
the distance from the end. Bury pipe horizontal in ground about two
feet, attach another piece of pipe vertically to extend above ground
level. Mix 200 ml of radioactive iodine solution to a gallon of
water. Be sure to place rubber stopper at the end of the pipe thats
placed in the ground. Cover the pipe with dirt and grave}.. Pour the
radioactive solution into the vertical end of the pipe, now place
stopper over this end.
Use the Geiger counter to locate the leak by holding counter
over the area where pipe is buried in the ground.
Discussion -
1. From your observation explain how this method might
prove to be an economic advantage.
